FULL SPEED AHEAD – FOR TRADE!
FLEXIBLE CREDIT INSURANCE COVER BY COFACE.

FULL SPEED AHEAD –
FOR TRADE!
Credit insurance: How does it work? Questions and answers using
TradeLiner of Coface as an example.
Sale on credit: Common business practice all over the world. The thus
granted supplier credit bears the risk of the buyer paying late – or not
all – and the supplier suffering losses on bad debts.
This impairs liquidity and may even lead to insolvency. Coface studies
on the payment behaviour of companies have shown that in many
countries payment default is not the exception but rather the rule.
In Germany too, four in five companies have to wait for their money
longer than agreed. A classic tool for the protection of receivables
is credit insurance.
The key insurance product of Coface is TradeLiner.

WHICH SCOPE OF COVER IS OFFERED BY
TRADELINER?
Countries: With TradeLiner credit risks may
be covered in all “Insurable countries” across
the world. This is a total number of well over
200. Only for a few countries there is no insurance cover. North Korea, for instance, or
currently Syria.
Business sectors: Credit insurance may be
provided to all business sectors. Due to sectorspecific peculiarities there are separate solutions for the construction industry in Germany and abroad as well as for traders of the
energy sector.
Companies: All of the policyholder’s commercial customers in Germany and abroad
may be included in the insurance cover. For
government agencies and public sector
buyers a separate option is provided in the
TradeLiner. If the policyholder is also selling
to final consumers (B2C), they may be included in the insurance cover.
Type of the risks: The classic credit insurance
covers economic risks and formerly defined
the buyer’s insolvency as the insured event.
Modern credit insurance, however, also covers
political risks. They may be easily covered in
TradeLiner via an option for a small additional
premium. Even payment defaults due to acts
of terrorism may be separately covered under
the political cover. The order risk is included
in the pre-shipment risk, as well as non-payment due to an unjustified refusal of acceptance of delivery and claims for damages.

IS THE CUSTOMER ALLOWED TO FIX THE
CREDIT PERIODS ITSELF?
Yes. As the private credit insurance is short
term in nature, standard contracts allow credit
periods of up to 150 days. The policyholder
may extend the credit periods as long as they
remain within the period of 150 days.
WHAT CANNOT BE INSURED?
Affiliated companies. Insolvent buyers. Buyers rejected by Coface during the underwriting procedure or whose credit limits were
cancelled. Financial receivables. Receivables
relating to transactions outside the ordinary
course of business, e.g. a steel trading company sells its fleet of company cars or real
estate.
WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR THE INSURANCE
PREMIUM?
In credit insurance contracts premiums are
usually calculated on the basis of turnover
or balances. In this aspect, too, TradeLiner is
flexible. Different variants are offered: Premium based on turnover or balances, net or
gross premiums. “Pay per the limit” premiums, however, are not possible. The standard
TradeLiner comprises the most common
risks. In addition, the policyholder may
choose a wide range of supplementary
solutions according to its specific needs.
Many of these options do not incur extra
cost. Or there is a premium surcharge, e.g.
for the pre-shipment risk. Some options
require additional notifications, e.g. cover
for advance payments.

ARE THERE ADDITIONAL COSTS APART
FROM THE PREMIUM?
Underwriting fees are compulsory. They are
charged for the on-going monitoring of the
policyholder’s debtors. Debt collection services
are also charged. Where these services are
included in the insurance cover, they will be
indemnifi ed. For instance, if Coface Debitoren carries out the debt collection and the
debtor was included in the insurance cover.
DO ALL BUYERS HAVE TO BE INCLUDED IN
THE INSURANCE COVER? OR CAN CERTAIN
BUYERS BE LEFT OUT?
Usually all buyers are included in a credit
insurance. However, not all debtors have to
be stated by name, a discretionary limit
facility is offered for minor receivables volumes. The policyholder itself checks these
risks. Particular exclusions may also be
defined for named buyers. They have to be
agreed with Coface.
WHAT ABOUT RECEIVABLES ALREADY
EXISTING UPON CONCLUSION OF THE
INSURANCE CONTRACT?
Upon inception of the contract receivables
may be retrospectively included if they arose
within a period of 90 days before the inception date of the contract.

HOW DOES THE DISCRETIONARY ZONE
FACILITY WORK?
The buyers for whom the discretionary limit
facility has been agreed are checked by the
policyholder itself. Minimum requirement is
a credit opinion from an approved credit
agency. The easiest way to fulfil such requirement is via the Business Reports of
Coface. This applies in particular to the
newly designed snapshot reports and full
reports as well as to credit ratings of companies all over the world. Apart from that, the
policyholder may comply with the requirements under the discretionary limit facility
on the basis of positive payment experience.
WHAT ABOUT INDIVIDUAL RISKS OR
PROJECTS?
In case of short term credit periods TradeLiner offers the “Single Buyer” variant for
individual risks. For individual risks with
longer credit periods Coface offers the
Single Risk Cover.

HOW DOES CREDIT INSURANCE WORK IN
EVERYDAY BUSINESS? WHAT DO I HAVE TO
DO?
Credit insurance is a “living” process; it is a
continuous exchange between insurer and
policyholder. This sounds quite complicated.
But it is not. Communication is important,
because credit insurance is not only a nonlife insurance, but active risk management.
To this end, data have to be exchanged: Limit
requests, credit decisions, credit information,

inclusion of new buyers etc. This communication takes place via CofaNet Essentials,
where the policyholders log on, or via interfaces transferring data between Coface
systems and the application of the policyholder. The chart shows how the contract
works:
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HOW DOES DEBT COLLECTION WORK?
Of course, we try to prevent the cause of loss
from occurring in the first place. If an invoice
is overdue beyond the maximum credit period,
Coface immediately takes charge of the debt
collection after being commissioned by the
policyholder. Here the experts rely on the
global Coface network always with due regard
to the business relationship of the policyholder with its buyer. The contract provides
for two options of debt collection. The policy
holder may conclude a separate contract
with Coface Debitorenmanagement GmbH.
A success premium is then payable for the
debt collection service. The debt collection
cost is indemnified if the debtor is included
in the contract. The policyholder may also
commission Coface Debitoren with the
collection of receivables due from buyers
not included in the contract. The cost will
then not be indemnified. In the second
variant the debt collection is part of the
TradeLiner contract. Here, too, various
options are offered. The policyholder may
choose a third party provider for the debt
collection services. The easiest way, how
ever, is via Coface.
INSURANCES ALWAYS REQUIRE OBLIGATIONS TO BE COMPLIED WITH. WHAT ARE
THE OBLIGATIONS IN TRADELINER?
The aim of Coface is to keep the obligations
in TradeLiner as simple as possible. Credit
insurance as a tool for risk control requires
the application of credit limit decisions for
the buyers. These requests for credit decisions trigger the important underwriting
procedure at Coface. Other important information concern the declarations of turnover
or balances, the details on the Maximum
Credit Period, the Notification of Overdue
Accounts, submission of any possible Adverse
Information during the life of the contract.
Further obligations may arise according to
the chosen options. This may seem complicated; however, the processes will soon be
integrated in the daily routine. All information is transferred easily and quickly online.

WHAT IF COFACE NO LONGER COVERS A
BUYER? DOES THE POLICYHOLDER AUTOMATICALLY LOOSE THE INSURANCE COVER,
AND THIS AT ONCE?
No. Ad hoc exclusions of risks are very exceptional cases. Generally, there is enough
time to adjust to a development in case of
a massive deterioration of a buyer’s credit
standing. Thus, credit insurance is also an
early warning system in the credit management of companies. Exclusions take effect
from the receipt of the respective notice.
In case of a complete exclusion of risks the
Grace Period comes into play. The Grace
Period applies to debts that have not been
overdue for more than 60 days. This option
has to be separately agreed.
WHAT IF THE COFACE LIMIT IS NOT SUFFICIENT?
Generally, receivables exceeding the credit
limit are not insured. Delivery is then made
at the supplier’s own risk. However, Coface
provides the option of increasing a credit
limit at short notice and for a limited time.
Should Coface refuse a request for a credit
decision or fix a limit below the amount
applied for (partial underwriting), the policyholder may quickly obtain a “TopLiner Cover”
online. The policyholder itself sets the value
and duration of the cover and is immediately
informed about the extra premium due for
the supplemental cover. Coface thus complies with the needs of customers who wish
to cover a delivery beyond the originally
granted limit for a particular reason. The
additional premium is charged for the additional risk.
AGAIN AND AGAIN YOU HEAR AND READ
ABOUT PREFERENTIAL PAYMENT CLAIMS.
DOES CREDIT INSURANCE HELP?
Yes, the Coface cover against Preferential
Payment Claims. It is true. More and more
insolvency administrators claim from suppliers the return of money already paid. They
may challenge payments dating back up to
ten years, which may reach alarmingly high
amounts for companies. In the credit insurance the debts are included in the insurance
cover under the basic limits. With the cover
against Preferential Payment Claims Coface
offers cover for challenged payments in
excess of the basic limit as well as the legal
cost for the defence of the claims. It can be
included in the TradeLiner contract as an
option.
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